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The Agenda

07:45 am  **Registration, Exhibits Open** (Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall)

08:30 am  **Welcome**, Charlie Birch, Vice Chairman, Columbus Chapter, ASIS, International—Investigator, Fifth Third Bank – Central Ohio.

08:45 am  **Opening Remarks**, ASIS Regional Vice President—Tim Beverly Regional Security Manager, Huntington Banks, Columbus, Ohio.

09:00 am  **Session 1: “Surveillance of Tomorrow”**, James A. Davis, Ph.D, The Ohio State University

*Prof. James W. Davis* will present cutting edge surveillance research on the recognition of human activity from CCTV and thermal imaging sensors.

10:00 am  **Coffee Break—Exhibit Review**


*Special Agent Robert Steinau* will discuss the latest computer forensic tools and techniques being utilized by the Secret Service. Additionally, he will present an overview of the counterfeiting technologies that are being employed.

11:30 am  **Exhibit Review**

12:00 pm  **Luncheon** – Speaker, Dan Kropp, CPP, ASIS International Board of Directors

1:00 pm  **Exhibit Review**

1:30 pm  **Session 3: “Biometrics 101 & Implementation: Lessons Learned”**, Cathy Tilton, Director of Integrated Solutions, SAFLINK, Corp.

*Cathy Tilton* will present an overview of biometric technology and further discuss ‘lessons learned’ while implementing this growing technology.

2:30 pm  **Refreshment Break—Final Exhibit Review**

3:00 pm  **Session 4: “Emerging Security Technologies”**, Roy Bordes, President, The BORDES GROUP, Inc.

*Roy Bordes* will discuss the latest and greatest security technologies on the market. Additionally, he will be projecting what to expect in the coming years.

4:00 pm  **Concluding Remarks**, Door Prizes, Program Adjourned
James Davis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer and Information Science, is developing an advanced video surveillance system that uses computers equipped with video cameras to not only detect the presence of people, but also to identify their activities. The research has broad implications for Homeland Security as well as search and rescue, border patrol, law enforcement and many other types of military applications. The system combines a thermal camera with machine learning methods, enabling the computer to perform the kind of visual recognition that seems effortless for humans. Davis’ work in investigating computer vision methods was recently recognized by the National Science Foundation with the prestigious NSF Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Program award. Support for this research (past and present) has been provided by the National Science Foundation, U.S. Army Night Vision Laboratory, U.S. Air Force, Intel, and Ohio Board of Regents.

Special Agent Robert Steinau is a graduate of accounting from the University of Cincinnati. While a Bearcat, SA Steinau enlisted in the United States Marine Corps where he served for a total of 6 years. Upon graduation, SA Steinau accepted a position as Operations Manager for a Cincinnati distribution company. In 1999, he was hired as a Special Agent by the United States Secret Service. In 2001, SA Steinau entered the Secret Service’s Electronic Crimes Program. During his tenure with the Secret Service, SA Steinau has conducted numerous investigations ranging from the low tech crime of stealing credit cards to the high tech crimes such as "skimming" and hacking computer systems to obtain credit card numbers. SA Steinau also investigates internet and email based child exploitation cases. SA Steinau is currently assigned to the Cincinnati Field Office.

Mrs. Cathy Tilton is the Director of Integrated Solutions at SAFLINK Corp., a multi-biometric enterprise software company. She also chairs the BioAPI Consortium, is the international representative for INCITS M1 technical committee on biometrics, and chairs the M1 Ad Hoc Group on Biometric Interoperability in Support of the Government Smart Card Framework (AHGBISGF). She is active in the US Biometric Consortium, the International Biometric Industry Association (IBIA), and ANSI X9F4. She is the technical editor of the BioAPI within ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 SG2.

Cathy has over 20 years of engineering and management experience. Prior to SAFLINK, she was a systems engineering department manager at Unisys, where she was involved with large scale electronic defense systems development. As a captain with the US Army, she was involved with R&D and testing of new communications-electronics equipment and systems.

Her areas of expertise include requirements analysis, allocation, and specification; software requirements definition; interface engineering; and system, software, and operational testing. She also has experience in the area of engineering process improvement. Applications include electronic warfare, command and control, communications, navigation, and information processing systems. During her last assignment at Unisys, she led the systems engineering effort for the FBI Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) program (Phase II).

She has a BS in nuclear engineering from Mississippi State and an MS in systems engineering from Virginia Tech.

Roy N. Bordes is the President and CEO of THE BORDES GROUP INC, a security design/consulting firm based in Orlando, Florida. Roy’s experience and background is varied. Prior to entering the world of private security, he served in the Navy where he specialized in the discipline of development, deployment and testing of underwater detection systems. After his military service, he worked for four years in law enforcement with the U. S. Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs as well as the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation, as an agent with narcotics enforcement units. He left law enforcement to enter private security. Roy is an active member of the American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS) and has held many positions and offices with the organization. Mr. Bordes is an alumnus of Austin Peay State University in Clarksville, Tennessee of the class of 1971. He currently resides in Orlando, Florida where he, along with his wife, enjoys various sports including scuba diving, tennis, and bicycling.
Welcome to the Makoy Center

Located in scenic Old Hilliard, the Makoy Center is the largest Privately Owned Convention Center and Banquet Facility in Central Ohio. With 30,000 total square feet, a capacity of 1800 guests, staging and a state of the art sound system; the facility is perfect for our seminar and exhibits.

Free parking is provided on the site.
Phone: 614-777-1211 Fax: 614-777-1952
Web Site: www.makoy.com Email: Info@Makoy.com

From Downtown or East I-70
Take I-70 West to Exit 93, take I-270 North to Cemetery Road, exit westbound and proceed 2.1 miles to Main St (follow Bike Path signs), turn right, or North, proceed 1/4 mile to Center St, turn left and proceed two blocks to the Makoy Center on your right.

From the North, I-71
Take I-71 South to Exit 119B, take I-270 West 12.7 miles to Exit 13, Cemetery Rd, go West 1.9 miles to Main St (follow Bike Path signs), turn right, or North, proceed 1/4 mile to Center St, turn left and proceed two blocks to the Makoy Center on your right.

From the West, I-70
Take I-70 East from West of Columbus to Exit 91, Rome-Hilliard Rd, which becomes Main St in Hilliard. Proceed North 4.1 miles to Center St, which is 1/4 mile past Cemetery Rd. Turn left and proceed two blocks to the Makoy Center on your right.

From the South, I-71
Take I-71 North from South of Columbus to Exit 102, I-270 West (Dayton) proceed 12.3 miles on I-270 to Exit 13B Cemetery Rd, exit westbound and proceed 2.1 miles to Main St. Turn right and continue 1/4 mile to Center St, turn left and go two blocks to the Makoy Center on your right.

Note: There is no stop light or stop sign at Main St and Center St, follow the Bike Path signs inside Hilliard.

Securitas Security Services USA
(formerly Pinkerton and Burns International)

Uniformed Guard Temporary Coverage
Patrol Inspections Alarm Responses

614-876-1799
About The Luncheon Keynote Speaker

Dan Kropp is the 2004 Chairman of the Board of ASIS International, having served as the Society’s 48th President in 2003.


Dan has worked in the Security Industry for nineteen years, as an entrepreneurial executive of the industry’s leading crime data and mapping company, as well as the Security Director of such organizations as the Philadelphia Zoo, Meridian Bank, and two Philadelphia-area Hospitals.

He has a Bachelor’s degree in Public Administration and two MBAs—one in Administrative Management and the other in Environmental Protection & Safety Management; all from St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia. He is also Board Certified in Security Management, having earned the CPP designation in 1996.

As Chairman of the Board of ASIS International, Dan continues to promote and support the many progressive activities of the Society. During his time on the Board, he has been influential in the ASIS Foundation’s Industry-wide Research activities, the Society’s endeavors into IT Security, a concentrated evaluation of the Society’s Regional and Chapter make-up, the creation of the PSP and PCI Certifications, the Commission on Guidelines, and the Society’s recent acquisition of the Protection of Assets Manual.

Dan is a member of ASIS’s Greater Philadelphia Chapter, and a regular participant in the activities of the Society’s various Chapters throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

The Exhibits

Exhibits are an important part of the learning experience at the Annual Seminar & Exhibits. Each year dozens of local, regional, and national companies display the products and services that solve problems, improve security, and save money. This year an estimated 45 companies will be exhibiting products and services in a spacious exhibit area. Here is a partial list of exhibitors from the 24th Annual Seminar & Exhibits held in 2003:

- Acree Daily Electronic Systems
- Anonymous Insights
- Electrocomm Corp.
- Hall & Associates, Inc.
- Locknet
- Ohio Crime Prevention Association
- OPEN On Line
- Safety Service Products
- Securitas
- Security Corporation
- Security/Risk Mgmt Consultants
- SimplexGrinnell
- Stewart’s Security Services
- TAC Americas
- 3 SI Security Systems
- Validex Employment Screening Svc
- Weller Electronics

Continuing Education Credits

ASIS International will award one credit to Certified Protection Professionals (CPP’s) for attending a one day ASIS chapter seminar. The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (CFE’s) will award one continuing professional education credit for each hour of instruction. The American Banker’s Association will award up to 4 hours of credit to Certified Financial Security Services Professionals (CFSSP’s) for this program.

The Corporate Sponsors

Corporate Sponsors make it possible for the Columbus Chapter’s Annual Seminar & Exhibits to be a first class event. We salute these companies and organizations who have provided financial support to us in 2004.

- ADT
- Bank One Corporation
- City Center
- The Columbus Dispatch
- Hamilton Safe
- Securitas
- Security Corporation
- SimplexGrinnell
- Stewart’s Safety & Security
- Validex Employment Screening Services
WHO ME?
I never read newsletter advertising. To place your company’s ad in this space, contact Gary Davis at 614-461-5208. This brochure was distributed to over 3,500 Security Professionals.
The 25th Annual Columbus Chapter Seminar & Exhibits continues a tradition of professionally managed, reasonably priced training opportunities. The Makoy Center is easily accessible from anywhere in the Central Ohio Area. The facility is spacious with plenty of free parking. A large exhibit area permits attendees the opportunity to see the latest in security products and technology.

Registration Form

The 25th Annual Columbus Chapter Seminar & Exhibits
Thursday, May 13, 2004

The Makoy Center
5462 Center Street
Hilliard, Ohio 43026

Registration Information: (Copy and complete this form for each registration.)

Name: _____________________________________
Title: ______________________________________
Company: __________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
City/State/Zip: ______________________________
Business Phone: (       ) ______________________
Fax Phone: (       ) ___________________________
E-Mail: ____________________________________
Name on Name Badge:_______________________

Payment Information:

□ Check enclosed payable to:
  The Columbus Chapter ASIS
  Check # _________  Check Amt. $___________

□ Charge to: □ MasterCard □ Visa □ American Express
  Name on Card ________________________________
  Billing Address ________________________________
  City ______________ State ____  Zip _____________

  Card number ________________________________
  Expiration date ________ Amount $___________
  Signature _________________________________

[ * additional $5 charge is for credit card processing charges to Chapter]
Just When You Thought You'd Seen It All.

At Validx, our system is designed to provide secure and convenient access to accurate and detailed employment background information. The system has been designed to see the details you need to make the best possible hiring decisions.

Our vision can be your vision!

Visit www.validx.com and you will experience how we are able to provide you with employment screening information over the Internet - without requiring any special hardware, software or licensing fees!

Our services are available by calling your Validx Regional Contact Bernie Pack at (614) 885-9922 or by visiting our website WWW.VALIDEX.COM!

Criminal History Assessments ▪ Employment Verifications ▪ Employment References ▪ Driving Histories ▪ Drug Screening Educational Verifications ▪ Social Security Traces ▪ Workers’ Comp Checks ▪ Professional License & Certification & many other Background Evaluation services available.

The Columbus Chapter ASIS International
C/O Charles Birch CPP, Vice Chairman
Fifth Third Bank—Bank Protection Department
21 East State Street Mail Drop 468362
Columbus, Ohio 43215

http://www.asis27.org

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Act Now To Get Discounted Registration

The 25th Annual Columbus Chapter ASIS International Seminar & Exhibits

May 13, 2004
Columbus, Ohio